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Abstract—This experimental study reports a systematic inves-
tigation of Safe Operating Area (SOA) limits in AlGaN/GaN
HEMT using sub-µs pulse characterization. During stress, on-the
fly Raman and CV characterization is done to probe mechanical
strain evolution and the resultant defect/ trap generation across
HEMT. Role of carrier trapping induced electric field shift and
associated piezoelectric strain in SOA degradation is investigated.
SOA is reported to recovery under sub-bandgap UV exposure.
Impact of gate recess depth on SOA boundary is discovered and
its related physics is unveiled. Post failure analysis done using
cross-sectional SEM, EDX and HR-TEM corroborates well with
the failure physics proposed in this work.

Index Terms—GaN HEMT, safe operating area, stress,
trapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE OUTSTANDING properties of Gallium Nitride
(GaN) such as wide bandgap (3.4 eV), high breakdown

field (3.3 MV/cm), good thermal conductivity (1.3 W/cm-K)
and low dielectric constant (9) have triggered the replace-
ment of Si by GaN in power device applications. GaN based
high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) have shown out-
standing performance in high power and high frequency
domain [1]. The attractive performance/ cost ratio of GaN
HEMT technology have accelerated its penetration in the
power device market. However, the failure physics of GaN
HEMT is still not clearly understood [2]. A clear understand-
ing of degradation mechanisms in GaN HEMT is required to
develop its lifetime models and operate it closer to the GaN
material limit. Therefore, reliability of AlGaN/GaN HEMT
is now a topic of intense research. Long term reliability
of these devices has been studied in greater details in the
recent literature [1], [3]–[8]. However, a clear understanding
of the physical phenomena active under high electric field
and high current injection conditions [9], which define the
Safe Operating Area (SOA) limit in GaN HEMT, is still
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missing in the literature [10], [11]. Therefore, a study to
gain insight into possible degradation mechanisms which limit
the SOA reliability in GaN HEMT is a worthwhile effort.
The present experimental study aims to systematically inves-
tigate the evolution and influence of mechanical stress and
defects across AlGaN/GaN system, using on the fly Raman
spectroscopy during high field and current stress. Raman spec-
troscopy has been widely used to study piezoelectric stress
in GaN devices [12]–[16]. In this work, which is an exten-
sion of our earlier study [17], Raman spectroscopy is used for
the first time, to probe dynamics of trap induced stress and
SOA limits in AlGaN/GaN HEMT. Pulse electrical character-
ization of HEMTs is done under stress conditions which are
more frequently encountered in practical applications. Impact
of various technology parameters on SOA reliability is studied.
TCAD simulation and post failure analysis of devices is done
to gain insight into the degradation physics. The manuscript
is structured as follows; details about device fabrication and
experimental characterization are presented in Section II. SOA
boundary of GaN HEMT and associated degradation trends are
presented in Section III. Results showing the impact of carrier
trapping and mechanical strain on SOA limit are discussed in
Section IV. Section V discloses the roles of gate recess depth
in SOA tuning. In Section VI, results from post failure anal-
ysis of devices are discussed and physics limiting the SOA in
GaN HEMT is proposed. Finally, key findings and conclusive
remarks are drawn in Section VII.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION & CHARACTERIZATION

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs were fabricated on the layer stack as
shown in Fig. 1, which was grown on Si (111) using MOCVD,
with and without carbon doping in buffer. Ti/Al/Ni/Au metal
stack was deposited using e-beam evaporation and later
annealed at 870 ◦C to realize source/drain Ohmic contacts.
Devices were MESA isolated on wafer using Chlorine chem-
istry by Inductively Coupled Plasma - Reactive Ion Etching.
O2/BCl3 based atomic layer etching was employed to achieve
controlled gate recess. D-mode and E-mode devices with vary-
ing recess depths were fabricated. Post dielectric deposition
and dielectric anneal, Ni/Au gate was deposited followed by
soft anneal. All the devices consist of dielectric passivation
and field plate.

Pulse I-V characterization of HEMT devices was done to
determine the SOA boundary and failure threshold. Voltage
pulses of 100 ns duration with 1 ns rise time were generated
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up with integrated Raman and sub-μs pulse gen-
erator used for pulse IV characterization to determine SOA behavior of
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Schematic of HEMT shows details of different lay-
ers present in the AlGaN/GaN stack. The stack is capped with a 3 nm GaN
cap (not shown).

using a setup which applies a voltage discharge through a
charged transmission line [18]. Pulse voltage was applied at
drain using a 50 � RF probe (Picoprobe Model 10) while the
gate was DC biased using a Source Measure Unit (Keithley
2400). Device voltage and current waveforms were recorded
on a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 70404C)
with 4 GHz bandwidth, at 25 Gps sampling rate. Recorded
waveforms were averaged over 60 to 80 percent window
of pulse width (PW) to generate a family of I-V charac-
teristics of the device under test. After each pulse, linear
drain-to-source DC current (IDC) was spot measured at small
drain-to-source DC voltage to monitor device degradation. DC
I-V and capacitance-voltage (C-V) characterization was done
at regular intervals between stress routine to record the change,
if any, in device parameters and capture the evolution of traps
in different regions of the device with stress. C-V character-
istics were measured at low frequency (20 kHz). Here, low
frequency C-V is used to capture response from the deep
level traps, present in GaN, which respond slowly due to their
large trapping/ de-trapping time constant [19]. Sub-bandgap
UV of wavelength 365 nm, has slightly lower energy than GaN
bandgap hence, it can de-trapping carriers from all the deep
trap levels present in GaN [20], [21]. Therefore, devices were
tested under dark or with UV to study the impact of trapping
on SOA reliability. Piezoelectric nature of GaN introduces
mechanical strain in device during operation. The increment
and nature of mechanical strain can be measured by shift in
Raman peaks native to GaN. Therefore, 2D stress profile was
recorded across source-drain region, at regular intervals dur-
ing the test, using on the fly 2D Raman mapping at 532 nm
wavelength, as depicted in Fig. 1. All the experiments were
conducted at room temperature (300 K).

III. SAFE OPERATING AREA

The pulse drain voltage was swept at a fixed gate bias,
until the device faced permanent failure. A locus of the fail-
ure points defined SOA boundary of the device. Initially, a

Fig. 2. (a) Pulse IV characteristics of a commercial GaN HEMT with SOA
boundary marked. (b) Percentage change in linear drain-to-source DC current
(IDC) measured at 100 mV VDS under 2 V VGS, after each stress pulse is
applied at drain. Severe degradation is observed at different gate bias with
highest degradation (∼100%) under OFF-state.

200 V, 5 A DC rated commercially available E-mode HEMT
was characterized to determine its SOA boundary. A family
of pulse I-V curves was recorded for gate voltage varied from
0 to 5 V with increment of 1 V. For each curve in the I-V
family, a new/ pristine device was measured. During measure-
ment, no recovery was done between two consecutive pulses.
Figure 2(a) shows the pulse I-V characteristics of the com-
mercial device with SOA. The device showed high OFF-state
leakage beyond 50 V. Also, the drain-to-source DC current
(IDC) was spot measured at 100 mV VDS under 2 V gate
bias, after each stress pulse. Figure 2(b) shows the percent-
age change in IDC (on x-axis) with pulse stress current (on
y-axis) at different gate bias. Any change in IDC compared
to its unstressed/ pristine value, is considered as marker of
device degradation [11]. The result discloses the following;
(i) Device degrades (IDC drops) with each stress pulse. (ii)
Degradation occurs to a different extent depending on the gate
bias. (iii) Maximum degradation occurs in the OFF state where
IDC changes by ∼ 100%. This corroborates well with the high
OFF state leakage as evident in Fig. 2(a).

Next, SOA characterization of fabricated device was done.
Firstly, devices were tested in dark to obtain their IV charac-
teristics. During normal HEMT operation, a significant carrier
trapping occurs in different regions of the device which
deteriorates its performance. However, there exists a limited
understanding on the trap dynamics under high current injec-
tion and high electric field, and its impact on the HEMT’s
SOA boundary. To investigate the role of traps on SOA
boundary, if any, devices were studied in dark and under sub-
bandgap UV. Fig. 3(a) compares the IV characteristics and
SOA of a device extracted in dark and under sub-bandgap UV.
Following observations are worth noting; (i) Drain current suf-
fered significant collapse, (ii) device exhibited higher RON (see
Fig. 3a-Inset) and (iii) lower breakdown voltage in ON-state
when tested under dark condition. Device I-V characteristics
obtained under UV showed no current collapse, possessed
lower RON (see Fig. 3a-Inset) and improved ION and VBD in
ON-state. It is worth highlighting that, ∼ 35% broader SOA
was observed under UV than in dark. SOA improvement with
UV exposure signifies a hidden role of surface and/or buffer
traps on SOA reliability. Figure 3(b) shows the variation in
spot measured drain current of the corresponding device tested
in dark and UV conditions. Drain current degraded step-by-
step with each stress pulse under dark, similar to that in the
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Fig. 3. (a) Safe Operating Area of AlGaN/GaN HEMT under dark and
UV condition. Figure highlights the trapping limits SOA boundary. (b)
Comparison of degradation in linear drain current measured after each stress
pulse, under dark and UV conditions. UV illumination effectively suppresses
degradation by assisting in the carrier de-trapping.

commercial device (Fig. 2b). However, a negligible degrada-
tion can be observed in the device when stressed in presence of
UV. Same behaviour persists at different gate bias. The above
observations hint that carrier trapping plays decisive role in
device failure physics and SOA degradation and is discussed
next.

IV. TRAPPING AND STRESS INDUCED SOA LIMIT

To understand the role of traps in degradation physics of
SOA, a HEMT structure was simulated in TCAD Sentaurus at
different trap concentrations. Polarization charges were con-
sidered at all material interfaces present in the HEMT stack.
Impact ionization based on Chynoweths Law, was considered
with critical field set to 3 MV/cm for GaN. Hot electron effects
were considered as they can influence the trap dynamics and
create new traps. Further details of the simulation setup and
its calibration can be found in our other work [22]. Surface
and buffer traps can have significant effect on field distri-
bution in HEMT [23]. Therefore, acceptor trap with energy
level; EV + 1.3eV was considered in undoped GaN buffer
with Gaussian distribution. This particular acceptor trap is
intrinsic to GaN material and corresponds to VGa-ON com-
plex commonly found in undoped GaN buffers [24]. Oxygen
and Nitrogen impurities introduce donor levels in GaN and
give rise to unintentional background doping (UID) of n-type
(∼1E15 cm−3) in undoped buffer. In simulation, influence of
donor traps on HEMT, is accounted by considering 1E15 cm−3

UID in GaN buffer. No impact of donor traps, on channel elec-
tric field was noticed, since the donor concentration is typically
3 orders lower than the acceptor trap concentration in undoped
GaN. Trapping effect from the surface states were not studied
because the devices used in this study were passivated. The
total electric field in gate-drain access region, was simulated
at different acceptor buffer trap concentrations. Field distribu-
tion was extracted in GaN, at 4 nm away from AlGaN/GaN
interface where 2DEG existed. Figure 4 shows distribution of
the total electric field between gate and drain, simulated for
different buffer trap concentrations in HEMT under VDS 60V
and VGS −6V bias condition. Without traps, the peak elec-
tric field resides at gate edge as expected ideally. This is the
case, when the device is expose to sub-bandgap UV which
de-traps carriers from deep levels. Therefore, under UV expo-
sure, the peak electric field lies at drain side gate edge. On the

Fig. 4. Simulated electric field profile in channel, with and w/o buffer traps
under 60 V VDS and −6 V VGS bias condition.

Fig. 5. Spot measured Raman spectra of bulk GaN showing the dominant
Raman modes.

other hand, device under dark, suffers significant carrier trap-
ping which increases with stress level and time. Therefore,
as the concentration of trapped charges increases, the peak
field at gate edge suppresses while field enhances at drain
end. Consequently, under dark the peak field resides at drain
unlike that under UV. In summary; simulation results revealed
that the peak electric field in the channel shifts from gate
to drain edge in presence of high buffer trap density, which
is equivalent to the case of I-V measurements done under
dark. In absence of traps the electric field peaks at the gate
edge which occurs when the UV exposure was present while
stressing the device. Therefore, traps can modify the field dis-
tribution and hereby potentially govern the device degradation
via field driven mechanisms like inverse piezoelectric effect
as discussed next.

A. Influence of Stress

Electric field introduces mechanical strain in GaN devices as
GaN is a piezoelectric material. And traps modify the field dis-
tribution in GaN HEMT, as discussed above. So, any change in
field distribution is also expected to alter the mechanical stress
profile within the device. To have clear understanding of the
trap induced stress redistribution, if any, the device’s mechan-
ical strain profile is determined in presence and absence of
traps. For this, a device was stressed under dark and UV con-
ditions. In dark, the device undergoes significant trapping. UV
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Fig. 6. (a) Raman map captured in source-drain region of pristine device, before stress. On the fly Raman map was captured during OFF-state stress
(VDS 60V@ VGS −6V) (b) in dark and (c) with UV illumination on device.

Fig. 7. Raman spectra spot measured, under ON-state, at gate edge towards
drain at different drain stress. Left shifting in E2−H (567.5 cm−1) and A1−LO
(734 cm−1) Raman peaks of GaN reveal increased tensile stress at gate edge
with increase in drain voltage.

exposure assists in carrier de-trapping and is considered here
as the case without traps. Figure 5 shows the Raman peaks
namely; E2−H / 567.5 cm−1 and A1−LO / 734 cm−1 for GaN,
recorded at room temperature. The phonon frequency reduces
in presence of tensile strain and its vice a versa for compres-
sive strain [12]. 2D map of the stress distribution in source to
drain region was recorded using on the fly Raman spectroscopy
at regular intervals during the pulse stress. The device was
mounted on a motorized x-y stage which moved in steps of
0.5 micron while Raman spectra was acquired over frequency
range 550-750 cm−1 with spot size 1 micron at room tem-
perature. Firstly, Raman map of the device was recorded in
unstressed pristine state. As mentioned earlier, a shift in E2−H

Raman mode represents a biaxial strain in GaN epi films,
therefore the Raman map corresponding to the E2−H anal-
ysis window (shown in Fig. 5) represents the distribution of
mechanical strain in the device. Figure 6(a) shows a spatial
variation of Raman map recorded in the pristine device, before
stress that is under zero bias condition. It unveils the presence
of residual compressive stress under the gate finger which orig-
inates from CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion) mismatch
in gate metals and underlying GaN during fabrication process.
Source and drain contact edges appeared relaxed.

1) Stress Evolution in OFF-State: Next, stress profile is
investigated in device’s OFF-state where maximum trapping
occurs. With no current flowing in OFF-state, the thermoelas-
tic stress associated with self-heating is absent in device and

only piezoelectric stress gets recorded. The device is stressed
at drain under gate pinch-OFF condition in dark and stress map
as shown in Fig. 6(b) is acquired during the test. Figure 6(b)
reveals that in addition to the gate, a compressive stress also
builds up at the drain contact edge at several points in gate-
drain drift region when device is stressed under dark. On the
other hand, when test is repeated under UV illumination, the
compressive stress at drain and in drift region was missing.
Only a high compressive stress was present at the gate as
depicted in Fig. 6(c). Comparison of Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c)
reveals that apart from residual stress, an additional stress
builds up at gate. This indicates the presence of high field at
gate edge in absence of traps (under UV). However, in pres-
ence of trapping (under dark), stress accumulation occurs at
the otherwise relaxed drain edge and points to field enhance-
ment at drain edge in presence of traps. These observations
corroborate well with simulation results in Fig. 4 which shows
trap induced peak field shift from gate to drain edge in device.
Now it is clear that when device is stressed under dark, car-
rier trapping in buffer and barrier region causes peak electric
field to shift from gate to drain edge and causes stress accu-
mulation at drain edge. UV exposure, suppresses trapping by
de-trapping carriers and restored the peak field back to drain
side gate edge and builds up stress at gate edge.

2) Stress Evolution in ON-State: Next, mechanical stress
distribution is investigated during ON-state stress. A device is
stressed at drain with gate biased at 1 V under dark. During
test, Raman spectra is spot measured at gate edge at differ-
ent stress levels as shown in Fig. 7. E2−H (567.5 cm−1) and
A1−LO (734 cm−1) frequencies reduces and the Raman signa-
ture shifts towards left with increasing stress at the drain as
depicted in Fig. 7. This shows that the tensile strain present
in gate vicinity increases with drain stress voltage. Increased
mechanical strain leads to increment in stored elastic energy.
Beyond a certain strain level, defects/cracks are formed in
gate vicinity and gate-drift region when elastic energy hits
its critical value [8]. To verify this, DC I-V and C-V char-
acterization were done at regular intervals during the stress.
CGS, CGD and CGG capacitance were measured at 20 kHz and
trap density was determined using capacitance-conductance
technique [25], [26] in gate, gate-to-source and gate-to-drain
regions, at different stress levels. Here, low frequency was
used to capture the maximum trap response. Figure 8(a) shows
the variation in trap density in various regions of the device.
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Fig. 8. (a) Increase in trap density captured after each stress voltage pulse.
Rapid increase in trap density in gate-drain region can be seen. (b) Transfer
characteristics of HEMT recorded at regular intervals during the test shows
positive shift in threshold voltage and drop in ION with increase in drain
stress.

Till 50 V stress, no change was noticed in trap density all
three regions. Beyond 50 V stress, the trap density in gate-
drain region began to increase rapidly however, trap conc. in
gate-source region still stayed unchanged. The significant rapid
increase in trap density in the gate-drain region is attributed
to the thermoelastic stress developed in gate vicinity due to
presence of hotspot [11] at gate edge which generates new
defects in already strained high field gate-drain region. In
absence of any serious field in gate-source region, its trap den-
sity remained unaltered. However, at device failure a slight
increase in trap conc. was noticed which was a manifesta-
tion of partial damage in gate-source region on device failure
as confirmed in post failure analysis of the device. Increased
strain introduces new defects/trap levels in device and can
potentially degrade its performance over time. DC IV char-
acteristics of device were measured at predefined pulse stress
level. Fig. 8(b) shows the variation in transfer characteristics
of the device after 20 V, 180 V and 312 V stress applied at
drain. A positive VTH shift is noticed with increase in stress,
as depicted in Inset of Fig. 8(b) and points to accumulation
of negative charge underneath gate via electron trapping. ION

constantly drops with stress which is a result of (i) positive
VTH shift which reduces gate over drive and (ii) increased RON

due to defect generation and trapping in gate-drain region as
discussed above.

V. GATE RECESS DEPENDENT SOA TUNING

In previous section, trapping driven SOA degradation was
discussed. The findings revealed that, traps in buffer, modu-
lated the field profile in channel and shifted the peak electric
field from gate to drain edge which lead to stress accumula-
tion / defect generation at drain end and limited device’s SOA
boundary. SOA degradation was studied in devices with dif-
ferent gate recess depth. For this study, devices were realized
having gate recess depth 12 nm, 15 nm, and full-recess (28 nm
recess depth). Pulse I-V characteristics and SOA boundary of
devices with different recess depth was determine as shown in
Fig. 9(a)-(d). It is worth mentioning that, to nullify the effect
of VTH variation across devices with different recess depth,
effective gate voltage (VGS-VTH) was considered. Following
are the key observations to highlight; (i) increase in recess
depth increases ION . For instance, in device with recess depth
(tR) 0, 12, 15 nm ION is 0.25, 0.3, 0.4 A/mm respectively

Fig. 9. (a) SOA boundary of devices with different gate recess depth (tR).
(a) Figures shows narrow SOA boundary in HEMT without recess. (b)-(d)
shows SOA of devices with increasing recess depth. Figure reveals that with
gate recess the SOA broadens however, with fully recessed gate as in (d)
device failure occurred at a fixed drain voltage irrespective of the gate bias
and reveals field limited SOA in fully recessed structure.

Fig. 10. (a) Shift in SOA boundary with gate recess depth is observed, with
optimum SOA achieved with 15 nm recess depth. (b) Percentage degradation
in linear drain current for devices of different recess depth, drain stressed
under ON-state (VG-VTH = 4 V). Inset shows schematic of HEMT with
recessed gate where recess depth (tR) is varied.

at effective gate voltage 4V. (ii) In fully recessed structure,
very low ION is observed. The high channel resistance in fully
recessed structure limited device current exhibiting minimum
gate influence. (iii) Device without gate recess exhibited a nar-
rower SOA as depicted in Fig. 9(a), while in device with full
recessed gate, the failure occurred around 400 V drain volt-
age independent of applied gate bias as seen in Fig. 9(d).
This reveals field limited SOA in fully recessed structure and
points to a possibility of field modulation with recess depth,
as discussed later. Step increase in drain current at higher
drain voltage in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(d) is attributed to the
Kink Effect [27]. Figure 10 presents a comparison of SOA
boundaries of devices with different recess depth extracted
from their pulse IV characteristics shown in Fig. 9. It reveals
that SOA boundary shifts with change in gate recess depth.
Device with unrecessed gate showed narrow SOA (black line)
while SOA boundary also shrunk in fully recessed gate struc-
ture. Comparatively, broader SOA was observed in partially
recessed structures (tR = 12 nm, 15 nm). These observations
hint that device SOA can be tuned with recessed gate. To
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Fig. 11. Electric field profile in gate-drain access region simulated for dif-
ferent gate recess depth. Inset shows schematic of HEMT with recessed gate
where recess depth (tR) is varied.

Fig. 12. (a) Post failure SEM image of device failed under OFF-state in
UV exposure. Figure shows cracking underneath gate blew-off the gate fin-
ger which was already under compressive stress as clear from Raman plots.
(b) SEM image of device failed in OFF-state under dark. Multiple damages
observed in gate-drain region reveal failure due to non-uniform trapping and
stress distribution along device width as shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c).

understand the root cause of SOA dependence on recess depth,
linear drain to source current was spot measured in each case.
Figure 10(b) presents a comparison of distinct degradation
trends in drain current as function of gate recess depth. Devices
without recess undergo up-to 30% degradation in drain cur-
rent, while devices with 15 nm recess depth degrades only
up-to 10%. On the other hand, fully recessed devices suffered
from maximum degradation of 90%. It unveils that the percent-
age degradation in the device reduces with increase in recess
depth however, fully recessed structure exhibited maximum
degradation. As highlighted in discussion above, device with
full recess gate faced field dependent failure (Fig. 9(d)) and
SOA limit (Fig. 10(a)). Further, it suffered maximum degrada-
tion (Fig. 10(b)). All these observations point to possible field
variation with recess depth and is worth investigating.

To investigate the physics of SOA variation with gate recess,
HEMT structure with recessed gate was simulated in TCAD.
Gate recess depth was varied and electric field distribution in
channel was determined for different recess depths. Figure 11
shows a variation in electric field distribution in gate-drain
region with increase in gate recess depth (tR). In non-recessed
structure, electric field peaks at drain in presence of high buffer
trap density as discussed above (Fig. 4). On the other hand,
peak field lies at the gate edge in fully recessed structure. So,
with increase in recess depth, peak field shifts from drain to
gate edge in high buffer trap density scenario. Furthermore, for

an intermediate optimum recess depth, the field redistributes
such that peak field gets suppressed both at gate and drain
edges. Field suppression at drain reduces impact ionization rate
and avoids early avalanche in device. Low field at gate, slows
the hotspot formation and hot electron induced degradation.
Therefore, redistribution of electric field in access region with
suppressed peaks at optimum recess depth, improves device
reliability and broadens the SOA. This explains the as observed
dependence of SOA on recess depth as seen in Fig. 10(a).

To summarize; the SOA boundary in HEMT varied with
recess depth. Devices degraded to different extent when
stressed under similar conditions. Fully recessed structure
faced rapid degradation with increasing stress whereas devices
with partial gate recess encountered relatively low degrada-
tion. In depth analysis revealed channel field redistributed with
variation in gate recess depth which altered field dependent
degradation in device and resulted in SOA boundary shift with
recess depth. At optimum gate recess, peak field in channel
gets suppressed resulting in maximum SOA in HEMT.

VI. FAILURE ANALYSIS

After pulse characterization, the damaged regions of failed
devices were analyzed using Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to gain physical
insight into the underlying degradation mechanism.

A. OFF-State Failure

Figure 12(a) shows the post failure SEM micrograph of
a device which failed in OFF-state under UV condition. It
depicts a part of gate metal finger blown-off at failure without
any trace of material melting. This highlights the possibility of
purely field driven failure. Presence of crack underneath gate
edge towards drain side, confirmed that the damage occurred
due to high mechanical strain at gate edge in absence of trap-
ping in presence of UV. This observation nicely corroborates
with the Raman stress map of device under UV as shown in
Fig. 6(c) where the region under gate finger was found under a
high compressive stress. The inverse piezoelectric effect intro-
duced mechanical strain at gate because the channel electric
field peaked at the gate edge in absence of carrier trapping
(under UV) as revealed by TCAD results in Fig 4. SEM image
of a device which failed under OFF-state stress in dark is
shown in Fig. 12(b). It unveils cracking in gate-drain region
and damaged drain edge. In presence of high trap density,
the peak field lies at drain edge under dark condition as dis-
closed by results in Fig. 4. Peak field led to mechanical stress
accumulation at drain end as captured in Raman map shown
in Fig. 6(b). Beyond critical strain magnitude, cracks seed at
drain edge and damage the gate-drain region. Multiple cracks
are observed along device width because the MOCVD grown
AlGaN/GaN stack, possess a finite defect density which can
introduce non-uniformity in carrier trapping and associated
peak field shift, at drain, along the device width. Enhanced
impact ionization and carrier injection into the buffer, in these
localized high field regions invokes avalanche instability and
causes multiple damages [11] as seen in Fig. 12(b).
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Fig. 13. On-state failure in device occurred with multiple damages/hotspots
along the gate edge. Surface passivation is also observed to peel-off in gate
vicinity.

Fig. 14. (a) Failure image of a device which faced premature failed under
ON-state. Damage occurred in gate-source region, at a pit located near gate
edge. (b) Cross-section TEM image taken across the pit in (a), shows presence
of dislocation underneath the pit. (c) A hexagonal pit present under gate finger
in a pristine device. (d) A crack originating from a pit present in gate-drain
region. Interestingly, the crack followed curved trajectory as in (a).

B. ON-State Failure

Devices under ON-state stress, failed with multiple damages
along gate edge as shown in Figure 13. The localized pit-like
damages with metal melting, highlight thermal nature of the
failure mechanism. Presence of hotspot at gate edge under
ON-state possibly led to these localized failures along gate
width [28]. Moreover, the increment in tensile thermoelastic
stress in gate vicinity as unveiled by Raman spectra in Fig. 7,
caused surface SiO2 passivation to peel-off as seen in Fig. 13.

C. Parasitics Induced Failure

Device can face premature failure due to secondary effects
like parasitics. Figure 14(a) shows failure image of a device
which faced premature breakdown under ON-condition. It
reveals that presence of a pit triggered device failure in gate-
source region. A cross-section TEM image taken across the pit
unveiled presence of a dislocation as seen in Fig. 14(b). Pits
and dislocations are native to AlGaN/GaN material system and
originate from lattice mismatch between GaN and underlying
substrate. They pierce through the material stack and terminate

Fig. 15. (a) OFF-state failure occurred with crack in gate-drain region with
gate metal folding. (b) TEM cross-section image taken across the crack along
the white dotted line in (a), shows damage in bulk reaching till Si substrate.

into hexagon-shaped pits at device surface. Dislocation cores
can be electrically charged and provide unwanted current leak-
age path if present in active region of device as seen in
Fig. 14(c) where a hexagonal pit is present underneath the
gate finger. Such pits or dislocation are also path for material
diffusion and can potentially weaken the material locally [29]
and trigger cracking as shown in post failure image of a device
in Fig. 14(d) which prematurely failed in ON-state.

Another device failed in UV under OFF-state showed an
interesting observation. Its post failure image in Fig. 15(a)
shows that failure occurred with a crack in gate-drain region
and gate metal folding exclusively at the drain side gate edge.
TEM cross-section was taken along the gate edge (white dotted
line in Fig. 15(a). It unveils that a damage also occurred deep
in the GaN buffer with the newly formed crack reaching till
the Si substrate. Possibly the stress accumulation occurred in
presence of peak field at gate, without traps (under UV), also
influenced the bulk material. However, further investigations
are required to draw a complete failure picture in this case and
is presently beyond the scope of this work.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work investigates influence of key technology parame-
ters on the SOA limits of AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. SOA boundary
in OFF-state was found to deteriorate due to compressive strain
at drain edge. Carrier trapping shifts peak electric field towards
drain which results in strain accumulation at drain edge. ON-
state SOA limited by tensile strain in the gate-to-drain region.
Increased strain leads to defect generation and increased trap
density in gate-drain region. OFF-state failure was found to be
field driven while ON-state failure exhibited thermal nature.
It is found that electric field profile in channel and buffer can
be tuned by controlling the gate recess depth which directly
affects device degradation. Dependence of SOA boundary on
gate recess is discovered and is exploited to maximize the SOA
boundary in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Proposed failure modes
under ON and OFF state corroborate well with post failure
analysis done using cross-sectional SEM, EDX and HR-TEM.
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